Dr. Peterson
Welcome: Stamps Scholars National Convention
6:25 p.m. Friday, April 10, 2015, McCamish Pavilion

Welcome the students to Georgia Tech. This is the third bi-annual Stamps Scholars National Convention, and it will be the largest to date, with more than 500 scholars attending.

Perhaps tell the story of meeting student leaders upon your arrival in April 2009 only to learn that many of them were Stamps Scholars.

Discuss the impact of the Stamps’ philanthropy at Tech (Stamps Fields where they played Thursday night, Stamps Commons where several Threads sessions have met, and Stamps Health Services which we hope they do not need during their visit), in addition to the Stamps Leadership Scholars program.

Stamps’ philanthropy focused on students, ensuring they have the best possible educational experience and can realize their remarkable potential.

Goal of educating 5,000 Stamps Scholars nationally and the impact each of these students may have on our nation and our world.

Roe and Penny’s goal that Stamps Scholars résumé rise to the top because the CEO of corporations nationally and worldwide know by the Stamps Scholars’ reputations their leadership capabilities.

No better role models that Roe and Penny who are leaders at their respective alma maters and in each of the communities where they’ve lived.

Grateful you’re here and hope this weekend will be worthwhile and meaningful as you take part in the many learning sessions planned for you.